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Introduction

The community of Versalles is located on the west bank 
of the Iténez River and, due to its location in the Amazon 
region, it has one of the areas with the greatest diversity 
of fish and birds in the world.

Fish diversity is also related to the presence of 
different types of aquatic environments where fish live 
and reproduce. In the community of Versalles, fishing 
is practiced in the rivers (Iténez, San Simón, Negro and 
Curixá), in the bays, on the beaches, in the lakes (like Lake 
Versalles), in the shallows and swamps.

The environments change according to the waters, 
and the levels vary considerably from year to year. The 
“low season”, or “dry season”, begins approximately in the 
months of June and July, and the “rainy or water season” 
begins approximately between October and November. In 
the Versalles community, fishing is a year-round activity, 
but it is practiced mainly in the dry season.

In Versalles, knowledge of fishing is learned during 
childhood through observation of the fish behavior, 
their feeding habits (fruits, seeds, fish, insects), and their 
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distribution in the environments (backwaters, bays, running 
waters, deep waters). Children are mainly introduced to 
fishing by their parents.

Fishing in Versalles is practiced daily for family 
consumption, not for commercial sale of fish. Since 2006, 
when tourism started in the region, the community started 
with the sport fishing of obligatory return, that is to say, 
“catch and release”. The community bets on this type of 
fishing in order to help protect the fish for the good of 
the community.

This guide was made by the community, and, based 
on local knowledge, it presents information on the ecology 
and state of conservation of some Amazon fish.

Currently, the communities living at the Iténez River 
are facing some threats such as mining concessions (risky 
due to mercury contamination of the water), the presence of 
plastic in the river, and illegal fishing in conservation units. 
In the face of these threats, the community is mobilizing 
to promote conservation actions: a) the communities on 
the Bolivian and Brazilian sides are joining to clean up our 
rivers together; and b) patrolling and monitoring the rivers 
also helps to protect the environment. The transmission of 
knowledge of fish and plant species to children contributes 
to the conservation of the environment and to the future 
of our community and our children.
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i. How was this guide created?

This guide was designed and set up by members from 
the Versalles community, between March 26 and 30, 
2019, during a workshop held within the framework of 
the project “Cultural tourism heritage in the community 
of Versalles”, and organized in collaboration with the 
University of Exeter, the University of Bonn, and the 
Wildlife Conservation Society. All information about the 
natural history of the fish (what they eat, how they are 
fished, where they live, relationships with animals and 
plants, fishing season and uses of the fish) are authored by 
the community members who prepared this guide. The 
researcher Gabriela Prestes Carneiro helped to compile the 
information and the biologist Takayuki Yunoki identified 
the scientific names of the fish. All photos are authored by 
members who developed the guide. All the fish were caught 
in the vicinity of Versalles (Bolivian side) and in the vicinity 
of the Pau D’Oleo Farm (Brazilian side). 
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The team collecting information for the guide in March 2019.

Drawing by an 11-year-old boy showing that in Versalles, the knowledge of 
natural history is transmitted from an early age on.
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ii. Main aquatic fishing 
environments in Versalles

During the workshops for the elaboration of the access 
map, information about the use and exploitation of natural 
resources, members of the communities identified the main 
fishing points: the bed of the Iténez River and its beaches, 
Lake Versalles, the Chacos Bay, the shallows and swamp 
areas. It is interesting to note that different types of fish live 
in different areas, and the fisherwomen and fishermen have 
a deep understanding of the distribution and migrations the 
fish make throughout the year. The fish currently caught in 
sport fishing are not always consumed by the community, 
so there are areas specifically frequented for sport fishing 
and areas frequented for fishing for family consumption. 
The complexity and wealth of information on this map 
shows the great knowledge the community has in relation 
to aquatic environments and the animals living in them.
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The river bed of the Iténez
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Lake Versalles

Chaco Bay

Mudflats
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Iténez River beaches (dry season)

Swamps
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iii. Some of the fish that
are fished in Versalles

1. TRAHIRA

Scientific name: Hoplias gr. malabaricus (Bloch, 1794)
Where it lives: standing waters, muddy and slow water flow
What it eats: small fish
How to fish: line
Relationship with other animals and plants: cohabits with the 
aimara or golden trahira
Fishing season: all year round, mainly during the dry season
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2. FLATWHISKERED CATFISH

Scientific name: Pinirampus pirinampu (Spix & Agassiz, 1829)
Where it lives: in the dry season, it lives in the falls at the beach, in the 
rainy season, it lives in the water depths
What it eats: mud, worms, small fish
How to fish: line, hook
Relationship with other animals and plants: cohabits with sorubim 
and South American silver croaker
Fishing season: all year round
Use: sport fishing.
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3. ATIPA or BROWN HOPLO (ARMOURED CATFISH)

Scientific name: Hoplosternum littorale (Hancock, 1828)
Where it lives: muddy waters and in the pools
What it eats: mud and worms
How to fish: hook, with worm and with a rod
Relationship with other animals and plants: cohabits with aimaras 
and trahiras
Fishing season: August to November
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4. PAYARA

Scientific name: Hydrolycus armatus (Jardine, 1841)
Where it lives: in the rushing waters
What it eats: small fish
How to fish: line and hook
Relationship with other animals and plants: cohabits with the 
sardine and South American silver croaker
Fishing season: all year round
Use: sport fishing.
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5. TIGER SORUBIM

S c i e n t i f i c  n a m e : 
P s e u d o p l a t y s t o m a  t i g r i n u m 
(Valenciennes, 1840)
Where it lives: deep in the water 
and in dry season near the beach
What it eats: small fish (e.g. 
sardines, small trahiras)
How to fish: line and hook
R e l at i o n s h i p  w i t h  o t h e r 
animals and plants: cohabits 
with the sorubim and the redtail 
catfish
Fishing season: July to November
Consumption and use: family 
and sport fishing
AT T E N T I O N :  D A N G E R  O F 
EXTINCTION ALERT
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6. TUCAN FISH

Scientific name: Chalceus guaporensis (Zanata & Toledo-Piza, 2004)
Where it lives: on the shores of the bays
What it eats: small fruits
How to fish: hook
Relationship with other animals and plants: lives in schools
Fishing season: in the dry season (July to August)
Usage: small sport fishing
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7. SOUTH AMERICAN SILVER CROAKER

Scientific name: Plagioscion squamosissimus (Heckel, 1840)
Where it lives: shallow waters with little current, near the beach
What it eats: meat of small fish (sardine, trahira)
How to fish: line and bait of meat, hook
Relationship with other animals and plants: cohabits with the 
payara, sorubim, Lake Gatun peacock
Fishing season: July to November
Consumption and use: family and sport fishing
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8. REDTAIL CATFISH

Scientific name: Phractocephalus hemioliopterus (Bloch & Schneider, 
1801)
Where it lives: deep waters and streams
What it eats: small fish
How to fish: line and hook
Relationship with other animals and plants: cohabits with the larger 
sorubim and all catfishes
Fishing season: dry season (July to November)
Stories: It is a territorial fish, that is, it is born and lives in the same territory
Use: sport fishing
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9. GILDED CATFISH

Scientific name: Zungaro zungaro (Humboldt, 1821)
Where he lives: deep pools
What it eats: meat and small fish
How to fish: hook and meat baits
Relationship with other animals and plants: cohabits with the 
redtail catfish, kumakuma
Fishing season: all year round, mainly dry season
Use: sport fishing
ATTENTION: DANGER OF EXTINCTION ALERT.
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10. MATRINXÃ

Scientific name: Brycon amazonicus (Spix & Agassiz, 1829)
Where it lives: shores of the beaches
What it eats: remains of fruits and some small sardines
How to fish: line
Fishing season: all year round
Consumption and use: family and sport fishing
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11. CACHAMA

Scientific name: Colossoma macropomum (Cuvier, 1816)
Where it lives: backwaters and palisades
What it eats: fruits and snails
How to fish: hooks and nets
Relationship with other animals and plants: it cohabits with the 
pirapitinga
Fishing season: all year round
Consumption and use: family and sport fishing
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12. SAILFIN RED HOOK

Scientific name: Myleus setiger (Müller & Troschel, 1844)
Where it lives: slides, near the beaches
What it eats: fruit, herbs, meat
How to fish: hook, net
Relationship with other animals and plants: lives in schools
Fishing season: all year round
Consumption: family
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Scientific name: Arapaima 
gr. gigas (Schinz, 1822)
Where it lives: at the bottom 
of calm waters and in bays
What it eats: small fish, birds, 
reptiles, and mammals
How to fish: line, gill nets
Relationship with other 
animals and plants: hunting 
buoy
Fishing season:  July to 
September
Stories: It is a recent fish in this 
area and is very predatory; it is 
also a risk to the conservation 
of other fish.
Consumption and use: 
family and sport fishing

13. ARAPAIMA
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14. FAT OSCAR 

Scientific name: Astronotus crassipinnis (Heckel, 1840)
Where it lives: low waters
What it eats: sardines and fruits
How to fish: line and hook
Relationship with other animals and plants: it lives in groups; it 
is related to the Lake Gatun peacock, trahira and eartheater “serepapa/
mochopo”
Fishing season: all year round
Consumption and use: family and sport fishing
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15. PIKE CICHLID

Scientific name: Crenicichla lepidota (Heckel, 1840)
Where it lives: shallow waters, in the roots, on the shores of beaches 
and ravines
What it eats: fruits, meat and sardines
How to fish: line, fillet bait picking up very fast
Relationship with other animals and plants: cohabits with trahira, 
Lake Gatun peacockand and saty
Fishing season: July to November
Use: sport fishing
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16. BANDED LEPORINUS

Figure 1. Drawing by José Alfredo Rivero, 11 years old

Scientific name: Leporinus fasciatus (Bloch, 1794)
Where it lives: stony grounds
What it eats: fruits like Fig tree (Ficus sp.) and Trumpet Tree (Cecropia sp.)
How to fish: hook
Relationship with other animals and plants: solitary or in schools
Fishing season: all year round
Stories: There have been a lot of these fish for a long time, the children 
fish them near the community.
Consumption: family
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17. PIRANHA

Scientific name: Serrasalmus sp.
Where it lives: bays
What it eats: meat and fruits
How to fish: hook and nets
Relationship with other animals and plants: lives in schools
Fishing season: all year round
Stories: It is a dangerous fish if you have an injury.
Consumption and use: family and sport fishing
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18. PIRAPITINGA

Scientific name: Piaractus brachypomus (Cuvier, 1818)
Where it lives: backwaters, palisades
What it eats: fruits, gastropods and meat
How to fish: hook and net
Relationship with other animals and plants: it lives only in schools
Fishing season: dry season (September and October)
Consumption and use: family and sport fishing
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19. BLACK PROCHILODUS

Scientific name: Prochilodus nigricans (Spix & Agassiz, 1829)
Where it lives: on surfaces of still water
What it eats: insects (e.g. crickets), mud and slime
How to fish: arrow, net, gill, harpoon
Relationship with other animals and plants: cohabits with the 
sailfin red hook
Fishing season: all year round, mainly dry season
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20. AMAZON PELLONA

Scientific name: Pellona castelnaeana (Valenciennes, 1847)
Where she lives: backwaters and streams
What it eats: small sardines
How to fish: hook and line
Relationship with other animals and plants: cohabits with small 
sardines
Fishing season: water time (January, February, and March)
Consumption and use: family and sport fishing
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21. EARTHEATER sp.

Scientific name: Geophagus megasema (Heckel, 1840)
Where it lives: shallow low water
What it eats: mud, fruit, meat and sardine
How to fish: thin line, small hook and meat (without lead)
Relationship with other animals and plants: cohabits with saty 
and trahira
Fishing season: all year round
Consumption: family
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22. BARRED SORUBIM

Scientific name: Pseudoplatystoma fasciatum (Linnaeus, 1766)
Where it lives: Shallow waters under vegetation (cane and tarope)
What it eats: trahira, meat, small fish
How to fish: line, lead and a bait of trahira, sardine, orpiranha
Relationship with other animals and plants: it lives in schools with 
the South American silver croaker and the flatwhiskered catfish
Fishing season: August to November
Consumption and use: family and sport fishing
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23. RIPSAW CATFISH

Scientific name: Oxydoras niger (Valenciennes, 1821)
Where it lives: deep waters and mid-height in the river
What it eats: mud, water, soap, mud, etc.
How to fish: line, net, harpoon
Relationship with other animals and plants: cohabits with catfishes
Fishing season: all year round, mainly in low waters
History: This fish is the one that scares the washerwomen by nibbling 
at their big toes.
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24. LAKE GATUN PEACOCK

Scientific name: Cichla pleiozona (Kullander & Ferreira, 2006).
Where it lives: low waters, surface and near the beach
What it eats: mud, sardines, small fish
How to fish: line and hook
Relationship with other animals and plants: cohabits with the 
trahira, palometa real (“fat oscar”) and pike cichlid
Fishing season: dry season (July to November)
Consumption and use: family and one of the main attractions of sport 
fishing
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Lake Gatun peacocks for sport fishing

Drawing by an 11-year-old boy
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25. AIMARA or GOLDEN TRAHIRA

Scientific name: Hoplerythrinus unitaeniatus (Spix & Agassiz, 1829)
Where it lives: lakes, streams, wells of standing water
What it eats: meat, worms, herbs and fruits
How to fish: hook
Relationship with other animals and plants: cohabits with trahira, 
saty.
Fishing season: all year round
Consumption: family
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26. CATFISH

Scientific name: Loricariidae.
Where it lives: in pools and in the river
What it eats: mud and sludge
How to fish: nets
Relationship with other animals and plants: it cohabits with the 
ripsaw catfish, sorubim, etc.
Fishing season: all year round
Use: sport fishing 


